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Abstract

Alternans is the periodic beat-to-beat short-long alternation in action potential du-

ration (APD), which is considered to be a precursor of ventricular arrhythmias

and sudden cardiac death. In extended cardiac tissue, electrical alternans can be

either spatially concordant (SCA, all cells oscillate in phase) or spatially discor-

dant (SDA, cells in different regions oscillate out of phase). SDA gives rise to

an increase in the spatial dispersion of repolarization, which is thought to be

proarrhythmic. In this manuscript, we investigated the effect of two aspects of

short term memory (STM) (α , τ) and their interplay with conduction velocity

(CV) restitution on alternans formation using numerical simulations of a mapping

model with two beats of memory. Here, α quantifies the dependence of APD

restitution on pacing history and τ characterizes APD accommodation, which is

an exponential change of APD over time once basic cycle length (BCL) changes.

Our main findings are as follows: In both single cell and spatially coupled ho-

mogeneous cable, the interplay between α and τ affects the dynamical behaviors
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of the system. For the case of large APD accommodation (τ > 290 ms), increase

in α leads to suppression of alternans. However, if APD accommodation is small

(τ 6 250 ms), increase in α leads to appearance of additional alternans region. On

the other hand, the slope of CV restitution does not change the regions of alternans

in the cable. However, steep CV restitution leads to more complicated dynamical

behaviors of the system. Specifically, SDA instead of SCA are observed. In addi-

tion, for steep CV restitution and sufficiently large τ , we observed formations of

type II conduction block (CB2), transition from type I conduction block (CB1) to

CB2, and unstable nodes.

Keywords: Action potential duration, Mapping model, Single cell, One

dimensional cable, Numerical simulation.

1. Introduction1

Alternans (or so called 2:2 response), a condition in which there is a beat-to-2

beat alternation in the action potential duration (APD) of a periodically stimulated3

cardiac cell, has been linked to the genesis of life-threatening ventricular arrhyth-4

mias Pastore et al. (1999); Zipes and Wellens (1998); Franz (2003); Myerburg5

and Spooner (2001). In the heart, alternans can be spatially concordant (SCA) or6

spatially discordant (SDA). SCA is a phenomenon in which all cells oscillate in7

phase. SDA is the phenomenon of two spatially distinct regions displaying APD8

alternans of opposite phases. These regions are separated by nodal lines in which9

no alternans is present. SDA has recently been related to T wave alternans, a10

periodic beat-to-beat variation in the amplitude or shape of the T wave in an elec-11

trocardiogram Pastore et al. (1999); Zipes and Wellens (1998). T wave alternans12

is associated with the vulnerability to ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac13
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death. Therefore, it is accepted that SDA can promote the occurrence of wave-14

break and subsequently, reentry Pastore et al. (1999); Pastore and Rosenbaum15

(2000); Pruvot and Rosenbaum (2003) in the heart, and thus it is proarrhythmic.16

However, the mechanisms of SDA are not completely understood.17

Several mechanisms of SDA formation have been proposed. The first mecha-18

nism requires preexisting tissue heterogeneities. SDA can be formed via a timed19

stimulus or faster pacing rate around regions of heterogeneities Pastore et al.20

(1999); Chinushi et al. (2003); Pastore et al. (2006). However, as indicated in21

several numerical studies, tissue heterogeneity is not essential for SDA forma-22

tion Watanabe et al. (2001); Qu et al. (2000). For example, it has been revealed23

that SDA can form in a perfectly homogeneous tissue via a pure dynamic mecha-24

nism Watanabe et al. (2001). The second proposed mechanism for SDA is a steep25

dependence of conduction velocity (CV) on the preceding diastolic interval (DI)26

Franz (2003); Watanabe et al. (2001); Fenton et al. (2002); Fox et al. (2002b);27

Taggart et al. (2003). A third possible mechanism is unstable intracellular cal-28

cium cycling, which refers to the steep relation between calcium release versus29

sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium load Sato et al. (2013). The last possible mecha-30

nism Mironov et al. (2008) is short term memory (STM). The original assumption31

was that APD depends only on the preceding DI. However, STM implies the de-32

pendence of APD on the entire pacing history, not just preceding DI.33

The above four mechanisms of SDA formation in cardiac tissue can be dis-34

tinguished from the behaviors of nodal lines. Nodal lines formed by tissue het-35

erogeneities are displayed by one of the following two scenarios Hayashi et al.36

(2007). First, once a nodal line forms, it can drift away from the pacing site on37

a beat-to-beat basis without reaching a steady state. Second, the nodal line may38
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reach a steady state but remain pinned as pacing rate increases. In contrast, nodal39

lines formed by steep CV restitution reach steady state and move towards the pac-40

ing site at faster pacing rates Hayashi et al. (2007). However, nodal lines formed41

by unstable calcium cycling are not oriented radially with respect to the pacing42

site, and also does not move in response to changes in pacing rate Gizzi et al.43

(2013). On the other hand, it has been suggested that STM is related to unsta-44

ble behaviors of nodal lines, which means that the nodal lines undergo drifting45

when pacing rate increases Mironov et al. (2008). However, in experiments, it is46

difficult to identify the role of each individual mechanism (for example, CV resti-47

tution and STM) in alternans formation. In addition, the interplay between these48

two mechanisms is still unclear.49

Therefore, in this manuscript, we aimed to uncover the mechanisms of SDA50

formation using numerical simulations of a mapping model with two beats of51

memory that was previously introduced in Tolkacheva et al. (2004). This is a52

rather simple yet powerful tool to determine the contributions of STM to alter-53

nans formation in single cell. In addition, to identify the individual contributions54

of STM and CV restitution to SDA formation, we will perform numerical simula-55

tions of the mapping model in a homogeneous cable.56

We adopted the mapping model in the following form Tolkacheva et al. (2004):57

58

An+1 = F(Dn, An, Dn−1), (1.1)

where An and Dn are APD and DI at the nth stimulus. Note that, in Eq. (1.1),59

APD depends not only on the preceding DI, but also on the previous APD and60

earlier DI, which indicates the presence of two beats of STM in the model. We61

considered the case of periodic pacing of constant basic cycle length (BCL), for62
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which relation An +Dn = BCL holds.63

2. Materials and Methods64

2.1. Mapping model with two beats of memory65

For exact form of Eq. (1.1), we used a mapping model that was introduced in

Fox et al. (2002a):

An+1 = (1−αMn+1)G(Dn), (2.1a)

Mn+1 = [1− (1−Mn)exp(−An/τ)]exp(−Dn/τ), (2.1b)

where

G(Dn) = Q+
R

1+ exp(−(Dn−S)/T )

and α and τ are two aspects of STM, which represent rate-dependent restitution

and APD accommodation, respectively. Rate-dependent restitution is measured

as the difference between slopes of different restitution curves calculated at the

same BCL Tolkacheva and Zhao (2012). APD accommodation refers to the slow

change of APD over time after an abrupt change in BCL. Note that, large α refers

to more disparity between APD restitution curves, and large τ refers to more APD

accommodations. We chose the following parameters in Eq. (2.1),

Q = 115 ms, R = 121 ms, S = 42.5 ms, T = 20.2 ms,

since these values allowed the mapping model to fit with the steady state solutions66

from a physiological model of action potential.67

In order to investigate the effect of STM on alternans formation using mapping68

model (2.1), we varied α from 0 to 1 and chose three different values of τ: 11.4 s69

(large APD accommodation), 260 ms and 200 ms (small APD accommodation).70
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2.2. Spatially coupled mapping model71

In order to model a one dimensional cable, we adopted a spatially coupled72

mapping model (2.2) by adding diffusion and advection terms to Eq. (1.1), as73

suggested in Fox et al. (2003):74

An+1 = F(Dn, An, Dn−1)+ξ
2
∇

2An+1−ω∇An+1, (2.2)

where ξ = 1,ω = 0.35. The choices of ξ and ω were based on Fox et al. (2003);75

Echebarria and Karma (2007), and detailed justification can be seen in Appendix.76

Here, the diffusion term ξ 2∇2An+1 represents the coupling between cells, and the77

advection term −ω∇An+1 depicts the asymmetry of influence by its left and right78

neighbors, considering that cells are activated at different times by the propagating79

wave front Echebarria and Karma (2002, 2007). The distribution of Dn(x), the nth
80

DI along the cable has been described in Watanabe et al. (2001):81

dDn(x)
dx

=
1

V (Dn(x))
− 1

V (Dn−1(x))
− dAn(x)

dx
, (2.3)

where x is the position along the cable and V represents a CV restitution curve.82

Note that, An(0)+Dn(0) = BCL. We combined Eq. (2.2) with Eq. (2.3) to solve83

An+1 along a cable with length L= 4 cm, Fox et al. (2003). Due to the finite length84

of the cable, we imposed the Neumann boundary condition, ∂An+1
∂x |x=0,L = 0, on85

the two ends of the cable to minimize the boundary effect. To investigate the86

effect of CV restitution on SDA formation, we used steep (V1) and shallow (V2)87

restitution curves, as shown in Fig. 1,88

V1(Dn) = 0.4−0.3exp(−Dn/10),

V2(Dn) = 0.4−0.03exp(−Dn/10).
(2.4)
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We discretized Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) along a cable with length L by the follow-

ing scheme at a spatial step size (∆x = L
N ) of 0.01 cm.

− ξ 2

∆x2 An+1(xi−1)+(1+2
ξ 2

∆x2 −
ω

∆x
)An+1(xi)− (

ξ 2

∆x2 −
ω

∆x
)An+1(xi+1)

= F(Dn(xi), An(xi), Dn−1(xi)), i = 1 · · ·N,

An+1(x0) = An+1(x1), An+1(xN) = An+1(xN+1).

Dn(xi) = BCL+
i−1

∑
j=0

∆x
V (Dn(x j))

−
i−1

∑
j=0

∆x
V (Dn−1(x j))

−An(xi),

where xi is the ith site along the cable, ∆x = xi− xi−1.89

2.3. Pacing protocols90

In order to study the mechanism of alternans formation after an abrupt change91

in pacing rate, BCL was decreased from BCL1 = 500 ms to a different BCL2,92

ranging from 100 ms to 300 ms. We applied 300 stimuli at BCL1 and sufficient93

number of stimuli to reach steady state at BCL2.94

In the cable, pacing was applied at the left end x = 0, and the following pa-95

rameters were recorded: steady state positions of nodes (Xss) and time to reach96

steady state of the nodes (tss) at BCL2. Here, Xss was defined as a point for which97

APD node drifts less than 0.1 mm for the ten consective stimuli. tss was recorded98

from the beginning of pacing at BCL2 until steady state is reached. (See Table 199

for details.)100

2.4. Overpacing and conduction block101

One of the general limitations of the mapping model is that in a single cell,102

APD computed using Eq. (2.1) may be larger than BCL−Dmin, where Dmin =103

2 ms is the minimum DI for which an action potential can be initiated Fox et al.104
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(2002b, 2003); Otani (2007). Slight changes in Dmin did not affect our results105

significantly. If DI < Dmin, then the cell does not produce an action potential,106

which will lead to a 2:1 response provided APD < 2BCL−Dmin. However, if the107

cell is further stimulated, it may recover from 2:1 back to 1:1 or 2:2 responses.108

This phenomenon is known as overpacing, and it is shown in Fig. 2B.109

Fig. 2B illustrates responses of mapping model (2.1) when BCL was de-110

creased from BCL1 to BCL2. The (n− 1)th and nth stimuli give rise to action111

potentials, while the (n+ 1)th stimulus fails to produce an action potential, since112

An > Athr
1 = BCL2 −Dmin. However, if An < Athr

2 = 2BCL2 −Dmin, then the113

(n+2)th stimulus will be able to produce an action potential, and114

Dn+1 = 2BCL2−An,

An+2 = F(Dn+1, An, Dn−1).
(2.5)

If a cell can not recover from 2:1 response as a result of overpacing, we defined it115

as conduction block (CB) for single cell. In general, a k : 1(k > 2) response may116

be possible if APD > Athr
2 .117

The effect of overpacing on single cell dynamics for the mapping model (2.1)118

when BCL was changed from BCL1 to BCL2 = 170 ms is demonstrated in Fig. 3.119

It shows an example of CB (A) and transition from 2:1 to 1:1 responses (B) as a120

result of overpacing. Here, α = 0.1 (A), α = 0.6 (B) and τ = 11.4 s. As observed121

in Fig. 3A, APDs (open circles) are always greater than Athr
1 (dashed line) but less122

than Athr
2 (dashed line), indicating a sustained 2:1 response.123

In contrast, in Fig. 3B, APDs are greater than Athr
1 and less than Athr

2 at the124

beginning of pacing at BCL2. But with continued pacing, APD becomes less than125

Athr
1 , thus indicating the transition from 2:1 response to 1:1 behavior can only be126

observed in the presence of overpacing.127
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In a cable, one may have Dn(x) > Dmin for certain x, whereas Dn(x) < Dmin128

for other x. Several scenarios of dealing with CB and overpacing in the cable129

have been discussed in the literature. For example, in Otani (2007), the authors130

developed a method that uses the APD and CV restitution relations to generate131

predictions regarding which sequences of premature stimuli are most likely to132

induce type II CB and reentry. Specifically, block occurs when the trailing edge133

of the preceding wave travels slower than the leading edge of the current wave,134

allowing the latter to encroach and terminate on the former. In Fox et al. (2003),135

simulation was terminated once Dn(x)< Dmin occurred for any x in the cable. In136

Fox et al. (2002b), overpacing was considered for a cable consisting of a simple137

mapping model without memory, An+1 = f (Dn).138

In this manuscript, we implemented overpacing in the cable for the mapping139

model with two beats of STM by using the approach shown in Fig. 2C, which140

illustrates responses of spatially coupled mapping model (2.2) when the cable141

was paced at x = 0 and BCL was decreased from BCL1 to BCL2. As observed,142

solid and dashed lines represent the wavefront and waveback of an action potential143

along the cable, respectively. Let x∗ be the maximal value such that144

D̃n(x)> Dmin, for x < x∗, (2.6)

where D̃n(x) satisfies the following:

dD̃n(x)
dx

=
1

V (D̃n(x))
− 1

V (Dn−1(x))
− dAn(x)

dx
,

An(0)+ D̃n(0) = BCL.

Then we let Dn(x) = D̃n(x) for x < x∗, where Dn(x) is the nth DI. That is, the145

(n+1)th action potential can only propagate to x∗. Therefore, An+1(x) also exists146
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for x < x∗ (we let An+1 = 0 for x > x∗ to emphasize).147

Let us consider the situation when the (n+2)th action potential can propagate148

to the end. For x < x∗, Dn+1(x) and An+2(x) can be obtained by Eqs. (2.2) and149

(2.3). For x > x∗, Dn+1(x) and An+2(x) can be obtained by Eq. (2.7) below.150

dDn+1(x)
dx

=
1

V (Dn+1(x))
− 1

V (Dn−1(x))
− dAn(x)

dx
,

An+2 = F(Dn+1, An, Dn−1)+ξ
2
∇

2An+2−ω∇An+2,

(2.7)

where Dn+1(x) is the DI that follows either An+1(x) (for x < x∗) or An(x) (for151

x > x∗). If the action potential can not propagate to the end of the cable, CB152

occurs. Moreover, if CB occurs at x = 0, we defined it as type I CB (CB1). If CB153

occurs at x 6= 0, we defined it as type II CB (CB2).154

3. Results155

3.1. Dynamical responses of single cell156

We first aimed to classify different dynamical behaviors of the mapping model157

(2.1) at steady state (i.e. 1:1, 2:2, or CB) when BCL was changed from BCL1 to158

various BCL2. Fig. 4 illustrates steady state responses at different BCL2 as a159

function of α for τ = 11.4 s (A), τ = 260 ms (B), and τ = 200 ms (C). Black160

dashed lines outline the regions for 1:1 responses (filled circles or upper right161

corner regions labeled as 1:1) and CB. For τ = 11.4 s and 260 ms (Figs. 4A162

and 4B), we can see that when BCL2 is large, only 1:1 responses are observed.163

As BCL2 decreases, CB or 2:2 (or alternans) (crosses) behaviors occur, which164

transition to 1:1 responses as α increases. Once BCL2 becomes sufficiently small,165

only CB is observed.166
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Fig. 4C shows different dynamical responses of the mapping model (2.1) for167

τ = 200 ms. Here, we can see a larger region occupied by alternans (crosses),168

especially for large α . These results suggest that the effect of α is diminished as169

τ decreases.170

The dynamical behaviors of a single cell are different for high and low values171

of τ . The cases τ = 11.4 s and τ = 200 ms are two representatives of the respective172

regimes. The high τ regime extends to about 290 ms and the low τ regime extends173

to around 250 ms. There is a narrow transition regime between τ = 250 ms and174

τ = 290 ms, for which we showed the case τ = 260 ms.175

The individual roles of α and τ in alternans formation can be understood by176

considering the limit of Mn+1 as τ approaches zero. Eq. (2.1b) yields limτ→0 Mn+1 =177

limτ→0[1− (1−Mn)exp(−An/τ)]exp(−Dn/τ) = 0, since An, Dn > 0. Then Eq.178

(2.1a) reduces to An+1 = G(Dn), i.e. no memory. Thus, effect of α is diminished179

as τ decreases.180

3.2. SDA in spatially coupled mapping model181

3.2.1. Effect of overpacing on CB182

We found that the effect of overpacing has more important consequences on183

dynamics in the cable, in comparison to the single cell. To illustrate it, we per-184

formed numerical simulations of spatially coupled mapping model (2.2) when185

BCL was decreased from BCL1 to BCL2. Figs. 5A – 5E show results for different186

stimulus number at BCL2 = 220 ms, α = 0.175, τ = 11.4 s and CV = V1. As187

observed, Fig. 5A demonstrates that CB1 occurred at the first beat as BCL was188

decreased to BCL2, after which SCA (Fig. 5B) and SDA (Figs. 5C and 5D) oc-189

curred sequentially. SDA persists for about 40 beats, and then CB2 (Fig. 5E) is190

observed at the 59th beat, at which action potential is blocked in the middle of the191
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cable.192

In Fig. 5F, we set BCL2 = 190 ms, α = 0.425, τ = 11.4 s and CV = V1. As193

stimuli number increases, we observed a transition from CB1 (dashed line) to SDA194

(open and filled circles) and then to 1:1 (grey line) behavior under overpacing.195

Note that, neither the transition from CB1 to CB2 nor the transition from CB1196

to SDA and then to 1:1 response can be observed without overpacing. Instead,197

simulations would have terminated at the first beat.198

3.2.2. SDA node behaviors while approaching steady state199

We observed two different behaviors of SDA nodes while approaching steady200

state: stable and unstable node formation. Fig. 6A shows stable behavior of nodes201

for the spatially coupled mapping model (2.2) when BCL was decreased from202

BCL1 to BCL2 = 240 ms, α = 0.175, τ = 11.4 s and CV =V1. Note that the node203

formed by the 188th and 189th beats (black dashed) appears at the distal end of the204

cable and then moves towards (grey and black nodes) the pacing site x = 0 as it205

approaches steady state Xss.206

Fig. 6B shows unstable behavior of the node for the spatially coupled mapping207

model (2.2) when BCL was decreased from BCL1 to BCL2 = 210 ms, α = 0.3,208

τ = 11.4 s and CV =V1. The node formed by the 6th and 7th beats (black dashed)209

appears at the end of the cable and migrates towards (grey solid) the pacing site210

x = 0 first, and then away from (black solid) the pacing site x = 0 as it approaches211

steady state Xss.212

For the stable nodes, we calculated the steady state positions (Xss) and time to213

reach steady state (tss). Figs. 7A and 7B are representative examples displaying214

Xss and tss as a function of α respectively. Both figures were obtained for the215

spatially coupled mapping model (2.2) when BCL was changed from BCL1 to216
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BCL2 = 130ms, where τ = 200 ms and CV = V1. As depicted, Xss increases217

as α increases and tss first decreases and then increases. Our results show that218

increase of α could result in steady state nodes being further away from pacing219

site. Nevertheless, there appears to be a minimum tss as α is varied in Fig. 7B.220

3.2.3. Interplay between CV restitution and STM221

Finally, we aimed to characterize different dynamical behaviors of the spa-222

tially coupled mapping model (2.2) at steady state when BCL was changed from223

BCL1 to various BCL2. Fig. 8 illustrates steady state responses at different BCL2224

as a function of α for V2 (shallow CV restitution), τ = 11.4 s (A), τ = 260 ms225

(B), τ = 200 ms (C) and for V1 (steep CV restitution), τ = 11.4 s (D), τ = 260 ms226

(E), τ = 200 ms (F). As observed in Figs. 8A – 8C, at CV = V2, steady state be-227

haviors in the cable looked very similar to those of single cell if SDA (cross) and228

SCA (square) are considered as alternans, since single cells cannot exhibit spatial229

phenomena.230

Figs. 8A and 8D illustrate that for τ = 11.4 s, steep CV restitution (V1, Fig.231

8D) leads to appearance of more complicated dynamical responses, such as CB2232

(diamond) (Fig. 5E), transition from CB1 to CB2 (star, CB1→ CB2) (Figs. 5A –233

5E) and unstable nodes (plus, unstable) (Fig. 6B).234

However, Figs. 8B, 8C, 8E, 8F illustrate that for τ = 260 ms and 200 ms, the235

effect of steep CV restitution curves is negligible, except more formation of SDA,236

including the region of large α .237

Furthermore, Figs. 8D and 8F illustrate that for V1, smaller τ (200 ms) leads238

to appearance of simpler dynamical responses, such as the inhibition of CB2 (dia-239

mond), transition from CB1 to CB2 (star, CB1→ CB2), and unstable nodes (plus,240

unstable).241
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Similar to the single cell case, the dynamical behaviors of the cable are differ-242

ent for high and low values of τ . The cases τ = 11.4 s and τ = 200 ms are two243

representatives of the respective regimes. We also showed results for τ = 260 ms,244

at which the behavior is intermediate between the two regimes.245

Our results indicate that shallow CV restitution together with large τ can help246

suppress SDA. Steep CV restitution coupled with large τ gives rise to CB2, the247

transition from CB1 to CB2 and unstable nodes, which are inhibited by either248

shallow CV or small τ . Steep CV restitution together with small τ can lead to249

more formation of SDA, including the region of large α . Our result also indicates250

that STM plays a dominant role in SDA formation.251

4. Conclusion and Discussion252

In this manuscript, we investigated the effect of two aspects of STM (α , τ)253

and their interplay with CV restitution on alternans formation using numerical254

simulations of a mapping model with two beats of memory. In both single cell255

and spatially coupled homogeneous cable, the interplay between α and τ affects256

the dynamical behaviors of the system. For the case of large APD accommodation257

(τ > 290 ms), an increase in α leads to suppression of alternans. However, if APD258

accommodation is small (τ 6 250 ms), an increase in α leads to appearance of259

additional alternans region. On the other hand, the slope of CV restitution does260

not change the regions of alternans in the cable. However, steep CV restitution261

leads to more complicated dynamical behaviors of the system. Specifically, SDA262

instead of SCA are observed. In addition, for steep CV restitution and sufficiently263

large τ , we observed formations of CB2, transition from CB1 to CB2, and unstable264

nodes.265
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To our knowledge, this is the first use of overpacing in a mapping model with266

two beats of memory. At the single cell level, the cell may recover from 2:1267

rhythm back to 1:1 or 2:2 rhythm if the cell is stimulated beyond the beat at which268

DI < Dmin. The same can be said of the cable. This indicates the importance of269

pacing beyond conduction block. In Fox et al. (2003), stimulation was terminated270

once DI(x) < Dmin for any x in the cable. In Fox et al. (2002b), overpacing was271

adopted using a simple mapping model without memory; APD only depended272

on the preceding DI, making it relatively simple to implement overpacing. Here,273

we overpaced the cable in a mapping model with two beats of memory. The274

dependence of APD on the preceding APD and two preceding DIs gives rise to275

new difficulties in the continuation of pacing after DI<Dmin for any x in the cable.276

The resolution of this difficulty is a technical contribution of our paper. Our use of277

continued pacing has allowed us to observe recoveries from CB1 to 1:1 responses278

or SDA and transitions from CB1 to CB2 that we would not have been able to see279

otherwise.280

This is the first study in which a mapping model with two beats of memory281

has been used to investigate SDA formation. Over the last decades, the study of282

SDA has become a major focus of research because of its potentially crucial link283

to cardiac instability. Our numerical results are in agreement with previous exper-284

imental and theoretical studies of SDA. We confirmed that SDA can be observed285

in a homogeneous cable Watanabe et al. (2001); Qu et al. (2000), and that steep286

CV restitution facilitates SDA Franz (2003); Watanabe et al. (2001); Fenton et al.287

(2002); Fox et al. (2002b); Taggart et al. (2003). We also found that small τ , to-288

gether with steep CV restitution, further facilitates SDA formation. This agrees289

with the experimental results in Mironov et al. (2008) which states that stable290
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SDA nodal lines were associated with steep CV restitution and small τ . Finally,291

we demonstrated that unstable behaviors of nodes is related to steep CV restitution292

and large τ . This is consistent with experimental results in Mironov et al. (2008),293

wherein the unstable drifting behaviors of nodal lines during adaptation to change294

in BCL are seen for large values of τ .295

One limitation of our study is that we chose Dmin = 2 ms. However, our simu-296

lation results demonstrate that sufficiently large increases in Dmin might affect the297

dynamic behaviors of the cable model. Specifically, for Dmin = 20 ms, τ = 11.4 s298

and CV =V1 (steep CV restitution), we observed more incidences of CB1 as well299

as transitions from SCA or SDA to CB2, the latter of which were not present for300

Dmin = 2 ms.301

Another limitation of our study is that we chose the cable length L to be 4 cm302

with 401 cells. It is clear that we will see more incidences of SDA and nodes in303

a larger domain. However, if simulations are performed on a larger domain with304

length L > 4 cm, but the dynamical behaviors are only tracked on the first 4 cm305

segment of the simulation domain, we have checked that the simulation results are306

similar to the case when L = 4 cm. This indicates that the boundary conditions at307

x = L do not appreciably affect the results of the simulation.308

5. Appendix: Derivation of ξ and ω .309

Numerical solutions to Eq. (2.1) together with Eq. (2.3) develops unphysi-310

cal spatial discontinuities along the cable, as observed in Echebarria and Karma311

(2002). This can be avoided by considering the cell coupling effect, which con-312

tributes diffusion and advection terms, as has been suggested in Echebarria and313

Karma (2002, 2007). Therefore, in order to model a one dimensional cable, we314
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adopted a spatially coupled mapping model (2.2) by adding diffusion and advec-315

tion terms to Eq. (1.1), as suggested in Fox et al. (2003).316

Here, we discuss the values for ξ and ω that were used in Eq. (2.2) following317

Fox et al. (2003). An interpretation of ξ and ω can be found in Echebarria and318

Karma (2007). The starting point is the following equation:319

An+1(x) = (G∗ f )(x) =
∫ +∞

−∞

G(y) f [Dn(x− y)]dy. (5.1)

where G(y) is some normalized asymmetrical kernel that expresses the diffusive320

coupling between neighboring cells. Let us define the Fourier transform (F (·))321

of the kernel to be (F (G))(k) =
∫+∞

−∞
G(y)e−ikydy. The exponential function in322

the above equation can be expanded in the form e−iky = 1− iky− (ky)2/2+ · · · . It323

then follows that324

(F (G))(k) = 1− iω̂k− ξ̂
2k2 + · · · , (5.2)

where the coefficients are defined as

ω̂ =
∫ +∞

−∞

G(y)ydy, ξ̂
2 =

1
2

∫ +∞

−∞

G(y)y2dy.

Now, consider the equation325

(I−ξ
2
∇

2 +ω∇)An+1 = f (Dn). (5.3)

This is the same as Eq. (2.2) except that the mapping model f only depends on326

Dn. Let us relate ξ and ω above with ξ̂ and ω̂ of Eq. (5.2). By taking Fourier327

transform of both sides, we have328

F (An+1) =
1

1+ iωk+ξ 2k2 F ( f ). (5.4)

Therefore,329

An+1(x) = (G∗ f )(x), where (F (G))(k) =
1

1+ iωk+ξ 2k2 . (5.5)
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By Taylor expansion, we see that

(F (G))(k) = 1− iωk− (ξ 2 +ω
2)k2 + · · · .

Comparing the above with Eq. (5.2), we have

ω̂ = ω, ξ̂
2 = ξ

2 +ω
2.

If ω2� ξ 2, then ξ̂ 2 = ξ 2. Therefore, G = F−1( 1
1+iωk+ξ 2k2 ). We point out that330

Eq. (5.1) (or a discretized version thereof) has been used in several other publica-331

tions to describe electronic couplings between cells. For example, the papers Fox332

et al. (2002b) and Vinet (2000) used the Gaussian kernel G(y) = exp(−µy2).333

Note that Eq. (5.1) is an approximation. It is more realistic to use a biophysical

ionic model, and it is thus of interest to relate Eq. (5.1) to ionic models. For a

simple two variable ionic model, Echebarria and Karma (2007) demonstrated that

ω̂ and ξ̂ can be calculated explicitly in certain limiting cases, giving

ω̂ =
2D
c
, ξ̂ = (D×APDc)

1/2,

where D denotes the diffusion coefficient in the two variable ionic model, c de-334

notes CV of a propagating wave and APDc denotes APD at the bifurcation point.335

Using typical values of D, c and APDc, the length ξ̂ is on the order of 1 mm, while336

ω̂ is on the order 0.1 mm.337

The authors of Fox et al. (2003) adjusted the value of ω(= ω̂) to 0.35 mm in338

order to produce spatial patterns that were similar to what they observed experi-339

mentally. We also investigated the effect of changing ω on dynamic behaviors of340

spatially coupled mapping model, and determined that it has a minor effect. For341

instance, ω = 0.1 mm leads to simpler dynamic behaviors. Therefore, we used342

ξ = 1 mm and ω = 0.35 mm in our manuscript, without loss of generality.343
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8. Figure Captions416

Fig. 1 : CV as a function of Dn, for steep restitution curves V1 (solid) and417

shallow V2 (dashed).418

Fig. 2 : Periodic pacing of single cell leading to 1:1 responses (A). Overpacing419

of single cell (B) and cable (C). In A, action potentials occur as a result of periodic420

stimulation, i.e., An +Dn = BCL. In B, action potentials are shown for pacing421

protocol in which BCL was changed from BCL1 to BCL2. Note that, (n−1)th and422

nth stimuli produce action potentials, but the (n+ 1)th stimulus (dashed vertical423

line) fails to produce an action potential. However, if the (n+2)th beat produces424

an action potential, then Dn+1 and An+2 can be obtained by Eq. (2.5). In C, solid425

and dashed lines represent the wavefront and waveback of an action potential,426

respectively. The (n−1)th and nth stimuli produce action potentials that propagate427

to the end of the cable. But the (n+ 1)th action potential can only be delivered428

for x < x∗, i.e. CB occurs at x = x∗. Note that, the (n+ 2)th action potential can429

propagate to the end of the cable.430

Fig. 3 : CB (A) and overpacing leading to transition from 2:1 to 1:1 in single431

cell (B). APD (open circle) is displayed versus stimulus number at BCL2 when432

BCL was changed from BCL1 = 500 ms to BCL2 = 170 ms. Here, α = 0.1 (A),433

α = 0.6 (B) and τ = 11.4 s. Dashed lines represent Athr
1 = BCL2−Dmin and434

Athr
2 = 2BCL2−Dmin.435

Fig. 4 : Dynamic responses of single cell at steady state as a function of436

α when BCL was decreased from BCL1 to different BCL2 for τ = 11.4 s (A),437

τ = 260 ms (B), and τ = 200 ms (C). Behaviors are classified as 1:1 (filled circles438

or upper right corner regions labeled as 1:1), 2:2 (or alternans) (crosses) and CB.439

Fig. 5 : Effect of overpacing in cable. Transition from CB1 (A) to SCA440
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(B) and SDA (C, D) and then to CB2 (E) as BCL was decreased from BCL1441

to BCL2 = 220 ms. Here, α = 0.175, τ = 11.4 s and CV = V1. Transition (F)442

from CB1 to SDA and then to 1:1 response as BCL was decreased from BCL1 to443

BCL2 = 190 ms. Here α = 0.425, τ = 11.4 s and CV =V1.444

Fig. 6 : Stable (A) and unstable (B) SDA nodal behaviors. APD of selective445

beats are displayed versus cable length when BCL was decreased from BCL1446

to BCL2 = 240 ms (A) and BCL2 = 210 ms (B), α = 0.175 (A), α = 0.3 (B),447

τ = 11.4 s and CV =V1 (steep CV restitution).448

Fig. 7 : Xss and tss as a function of α for stable nodes when BCL was decreased449

from BCL1 to BCL2 = 130 ms, τ = 200 ms and CV =V1 (steep CV restitution).450

Fig. 8 : Dynamical responses of the cable at steady state as a function of α451

when BCL was changed from BCL1 to different BCL2 for CV = V2, τ = 11.4 s452

(A), τ = 260 ms (B) and τ = 200 ms (C); CV = V1, τ = 11.4 s (D), τ = 260 ms453

(E), τ = 200 ms (F). Behaviors were classified as 1:1 response (filled circle or454

upper right corner regions labeled as 1:1), SDA (cross), SCA (square), CB1, CB2455

(diamond), transition from CB1 to CB2 (star, CB1 → CB2) and unstable nodes456

(plus, unstable).457
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9. Figures458

Figure 1
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10. Tables459

Table 1: Parameters Abbreviations

Parameter Meaning Value

Dmin minimum DI for which action potential 2 ms

can be initiated.

BCL1 Initial BCL in the pacing protocol. 500 ms

BCL2 Second BCL in the jump pacing protocol. 100 ms to 300 ms

Xss Steady state positions of nodes

in the cable.

tss Time to steady state of the nodes

in the cable.

Athr
1 Threshold for APD without overpacing. Athr

1 = BCL2−Dmin.

Athr
2 Threshold for APD including overpacing. Athr

2 = 2BCL2−Dmin.

CB Conduction block in the single cell.

or cable.

CB1 Type I conduction block in the cable.

(Block occurs at x = 0).

CB2 Type II conduction block in the cable.

(Block occurs at x 6= 0).

V1 Steep CV restitution curve. V1 = 0.4−0.3exp(−DI/10).

V2 Shallow CV restitution curve. V2 = 0.4−0.03exp(−DI/10).

x Position in the cable.

L Length of the cable. 4 cm
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